New portal logon groups will increase system performance

Beginning Aug. 13, new logon choices for SAP GUI users will lead to better performance and workload management down the road as OnePurdue is used more and enhanced with additional features.

After signing in to the OnePurdue Portal, those using the SAP GUI (SAP Graphical User Interface) currently click on one hyperlink — “ECC, System PE1, Client 100” — to access all financial and human resources (HR) applications. To increase performance and reduce the workload on the servers, this single link will be divided into two “logon groups,” one for Finance and the other for HR/Payroll, as shown in the screenshot below.

Designating one group of servers specifically for financial transactions and another group for HR and payroll will help them all optimize the way they access the database, thereby making the servers work more efficiently. Users may not notice much difference now, but they should experience better and more predictable response times in the future.

Although both links will point to the same system — and SAP GUI users will still be able to perform any transaction regardless of which they choose — users should now select the link most applicable to their work. For example, if someone needs to do payroll work, they would select the “HR/Payroll” link.

If you have any questions about these new logon groups, please contact the OnePurdue Support Center at either onephelp@purdue.edu or (765) 49-46000.